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Abstract: In [8] the third author gave a submanifold theory of Moebius 
geometry in S” and calculated the first variation formula of the Willmore 
functional by using Moebius invariants. In this paper we present the 
second variation formula for Willmore submanifolds. As an application 
of these variation formulas we give the standard examples of Willmore 
hypersurfaces {Wf := S*(./(n — k)/n) x S"-*(./k/n), 1 <k<n— 1} 
in S"t! (which can be obtained by exchanging radii in the Clifford tori 
S*(/k/n) x S"°-*(./(n — k)/n)) and show that they are stable Willmore 
hypersurfaces. In case of surface in S*, the stability of the Cliford torus 
S*(Z5) x S* (Zz) is given by J. L. Weiner in [9]. 
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§0. Introduction 
Let M be an m-dimensional submanifold immersed in S”. The Willmore functional W 
is defined by | 
_{_™_\? _ 2\ 2 wim) =(—")* | (s— mini?) * an (0.1 
where S' is the square of the length of the second fundamental form, H is the mean 
curvature vector and dM is the volume element of the induced metric on M. In case 
of surface in S, this functional is equivalent to the Willmore functional W.(M) := 
4 fy, H?dM for surfaces in R°, which is well-studied (cf. [2], [4], [7]). An equivalent 
version of Willmore conjecture states that W(T?) > 8m? for any embedded trous T? in 
S° and the equality holds if and only if T? is Moebius equivalent to the Clifford torus. 
Many effords and partial results have been made for this conjecture, but it remains open 
since 1965. 
From the analysis point of view the second variation formula of Willmore functional 
would be very important towards the conjecture. In 1978 J. L. Weiner gave the second 
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is in particular a Dupin hypersurface. Thus we know from Thorbergsson Theorem ([T]) that 
the number + of distinct principal curvatures for compact Mobius isoparametric hypersurfaces 
embedded in S"** can only take the values y = 2, 3, 4,6. In this paper we classify all Mobius 
isoparametric hypersurfaces with y = 2. Our main result is the following 
Classification Theorem. Let s : M — S"*! be a Mébius isoparametric hypersurface with 
two distinct principal curvatures. Then x is Mobius equivalent to an open part of one of the 
following hypersurfaces in S"+!: 
(i) the torus S*(a) x S"-*(b) with << k<n-1 anda? +b? =1; 
(ii) the pre-image of a stereographic projection of the standard cylinder S*(1)xR°-* CR™1 
withi<k<n-1,; | 
(iii) the pre-image of a stereographic projection of the cone in R"+!: 
r 1 
V1l+r2 VS/i+r? 
£(u,v,w) = ( v,w), (u,v,w) € S*(1)x Rt x R2-*! 
witthi<k<n-—-2. 
Since a Dupin hypersurface in S"t+! with two distinct principal curvature is a Mobius > 
isoparametric hypersurface (cf. Corollary 3.6), this theorem can be regarded as the local 
version of the classification theorem of Cecil and Ryan (cf. [C-R-1], Theorem 6.2) of complete 
Dupin hypersurfaces with two distinct principal curvatures embedded in R"+!. In our local 
case the hypersurfaces (iii) appear. The method we use here is the framework of Mobius 
differential geometry given by the third author in [W], which is completely different to that of 
Cecil and Ryan. We should mention also that by a theorem of Pinkall in [P] all hypersurfaces 
in (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent under Lie sphere transformation group. 
This paper is organized as following. In §2 we give Mobius invariants and structure equations 
we need. In §3 we study the three examples of Mébius isoparametric hypersurfaces (i), (ii) 
and (iii) in the classification theorem. Then we prove the classification theorem in 84. 
§2. Mébius invariants for hypersurfaces in S"+!, 
In this section, we give Mobius invariants and structure equations for hypersurfaces in S"*!, 
For more detail we refer to [W]. 
Let z : M - S"*! be a hypersurface without umbilic point. Let J = dx-dz and IJ be 
the first and second fundamental forms, H the mean curvature of 7. We define the Mobius 
position vector Y : M + R778 of « by 
(2.1) Y=p(l2), p= 4/—"—\\II— HII. 
Then we have 
Theorem 2.1.([W]) Let 2, : M + S"+! be two submanifolds without umbilic point. Then 
x and z are Mobius equivalent if and only if there exists T in the Lorentz group O(n+2,1) in 
Rit? such that Y = YT.
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It follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 that 
(2.2) g =< dY,dY >= p*dz- dz 
is a Mobius invariant metric on M, where < , > is the inner product in Rots defined by 
(2.3) <X,W >= —Zoyo + By + +++ + Ln42Yn+2; 
where X = (%0,1,°** ,Zn42) and W = (yo, Y1,°** 5 Yn+2): 
Let A be the Laplacian operator with respect to g. We define 
1 (2.4) N=--AY-—. <AY,AY>Y, 
n 2n? 
then we have 
(2.5) <Y,Y >=<N,N>=0, <Y,N>=1. 
Let { £1, E2,-++ ,E,} be a local orthonormal basis for (M, g) with dual basis {wy,We,°°* Wy}. 
We write Y; = E;(Y). Then by (2.2) and (2.4) we have 
(2.6) <Y%,Y >=0, <Yi;,N>=0, <Y¥,,Y; — 043. 
Since {Y, N,Yi,--:,¥,} is a subbasis for R?+*, we can find a smooth map £: M 3 Ret 
such that 
(2.7) <€,€>=1, <6,Y >=<6,N >=<€,Y,;>=0, 1<i<n. 
We call €: M > ger? the Mobius Gauss map of x. Using the frame {Y, N,Yi,---,Yn,é} in 
Rit? along M and the formulas (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) we can write the structure equations 
for Y by 
(2.8) E,(N) = S > Ais ¥j + Cig 
j 
(2.9) Ej (Yi) = —AiyyY — 64;N + S- Te Yi + Bis€ 
k 
(2.10) E,(€) =-CiY — > Bij, 
j 
where {Ts} is the Levi-Civita connection for the Mobius metric g, and 
(2.11) A = S 0 Aigwi Qw;, B= S| Bijwi Qu, O= Ss Cyw; 
ij ij i 
are Mobius invariants. We call B the Mébius second fundamental form and ® Mébius form. 
The relations between Mobius invariants and Euclidean invariants of x are given by (cf. [W)) 
(2.12) Aij = — p~*(Hess;; (log p) — e;(log pe; (log p) — Hh;) 
1 _ 
— 50 (IIV log pl|? — 1+ H) 65,5 
(2.13) Biz =p~* (hig — H645); 
(2.14) Ci =— p-*(ei(H) + > (hij — Hb;3)e; (log p));
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where {e;} is a local orthonormal basis for I = dx -dz, (Hess;;) and V are Hessian-matrix and 
gradient with respect to J. 
Let {Rijxi} be the curvature tensor of g and K its normalized scalar curvature. Then we 
can write the integrability conditions for the structure equations (2.8)-(2.10) by 
  
(2.15) Aijr — Aixk,j = BipC; _ BijCr 
(2.16) Cig — Cis = D> (Bir Ang — Bry Ana) 
k 
(2.17) Bij k — Bix j = bijCk _ OikC; 
(2.18) Rijn = (BarBy — BiuBjx) + (Fin Ag + bjt Ain — bi Ajn — 5jn-Aat) 
— 1 2 (2.19) d Ai = 5-(1+n°k) 
2 n-— 1 (2.20) > Bis = 0, > BE =
a a9 
where {Aj;x}, {Bij,n} and {C;,;} are covariant derivatives of A, B and © with respect to the 
Mobius metric g. 
Let S be the Weingarten operator for x. We call 
(2.21) S = p-'(S — Hid) 
the Mobius shape operator of x. Since for n > 3 all coeficients in (2.8)-(2.10) are determined 
by (g,S), we have 
Theorem 2.2.([W]) Two hypersurfaces z, #: M + S"+! (n > 3) without umbilic point are 
Mobius equivalent if and only if there exists a diffemorphism o : M + M _ which preserves the 
Mobius metric and the Mébius shape operator. 
§3. Mobius isoparametric hypersurfaces in S"+!, 
We recall that a hypersurface s : M — S”+! without umbilic point is called Mobius 
isoparametric, if its Mobius form © defined by (1.1) vanishes and its Mébius shape operator 
S = p~*(S — Hid) has contant eigenvalues. 
Let c : M + S"*! bea hypersurface without umbilic point. Let {K1,--- ,«} be the distinct 
principal curvatures of S. We have the follwoing decomposition of TM into eigenspaces of S: 
(3.1) I'M = Vi V2 8---@V,, y > 2, 
where V;, is the eigenspace corresponding to «;. 
Definition 3.1. z:M — S"+! is called a Dupin hypersurface if for any1<i< y we have 
(7) dim V; = constant and (ii) X(«;) = 0 for all X € V;. 
Since the Mobius shape operator S = p_*(S' — Hid) has the same elgenspaces as S, we know 
that V; is also the eigenspace of S corresponding to the eigenvalues p~!(«; — H). Thus the 
number of distinct principal curvatures of S is also y.
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Proposition 3.2. Any Mébius isoparametric hypersurface 2: M -+ S"++ is in particular a 
Dupin hypersurface . 
Proof. For any nonzero vector X € V; we define e; = TT We extend e; to a basis 
{€1,€2,°** ,€i,°** ,€n} for TM consisting of eigenvectors of S. Since ® in (1.1) vanishes, we 
get 
(3.2) Cy = —p*fei(H) + (i — H)ei(log p)} = —p~? {ei(i) — pes(o71(1s; — H))} = 0, 
Since the eigenvalues p~*(; — H) of S is constant, we get e;(;) =0, ie, X(Kj)=0. O 
It follows immediately from (3.2) that 
Corollary 3.3. Let  : M -> S"*! be a hypersurface whose Mébius shape operator has 
constant eigenvalues. Then x is a Dupin hypersurface if and only if it is a Mébius isoparametric 
hypersurface. 
It is proved by Thorbergsson in [T] that the number + of distinct principal curvatures of 
a compact Dupin hypersurface embedded in S"*! can only take value y = 1,2,3,4,6. Asa 
consequence of Proposition 3.2 we get 
Theorem 3.4. The number y of distinct principal curvatures of a compact Mobius isopara- 
metric hypersurface embedded in S"*+ can only take the values vy = 2,3,4,6. 
Proposition 3.5. Lets: M—-—S"*' be a hypersurface with two distinct principal curvatures 
A and pw (A > pw) of multiplicity k and n — k respectively, then the eigenvalues of its Mobius 
shape operator S are constant, which are given by 
(3.3) m= vote). a [oe 
Proof. We have 
? 
(3.4) H= =(k) +(n—k)u), [ITIP =k? + (mB) 
which implies that 
k(n — k) 3.5 2 7 rr? — H*) = ————*() — p)?. (3.5) p= (AIF — nt”) ny 7 
Thus the eigenvalues «; and «2 of S are given by 
_ 1 /(n-—1)(n—k) _ 1 /(n—1)k 
3.6 —= li, _ AA == Se —a 1 _ = eer nH (6) m= pA H) = fgg = pu) = 2 O29 
Cl 
It follows from Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 3.3 that
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Corollary 3.6. Let x : M -> S"*! be a Dupin hypersurface with two distinct principal 
curvatures. Then x is a Mobius isoparametric hypersurface. 
Standard examples of Mobius isoparametric hypersurfaces are the images of (Euclidean) 
isoparametric hypersurfaces in S++ under Mobius transformations, because for these hyper- 
surfaces the Mobius form © in (1.1) vanishes and the eigenvalues of S are constant. In the rest 
of this section we give examples of Mobius isoparametric hypersurfaces in S”+! with “ym De 
Our first example is the isoparametric torus x : S*(a) x S"—*(b) + S"+1 defined by 
(3.7) &=(ax1,bt2), a*+b?=1, a>O0, b> 0, 
where x; : S*’ + R**? and zz : S"-* — R™-*+1 are unit spheres. The Weingarten operator S$ 
of x has two distinct eigenvalues \ = 4 and « = —¢ with multiplicity k and n—k respectively. 
Using (3.5) we get p? = MOAB) g~2p-2, Thus the Mébius metric g of zx is given by 
  
k(n — k) k(n — k) 3.8 = p*dx - dx = ———_“dz, -d a ee ; (3.8) 9 = par - az (n— 1b Ly ° dL, + (n ~1)a2°"? dx2 := 91 + 92 
If we take a local orthonormal basis {e1,--- ,e,} for (S*, 91) and a local orthonormal basis 
{€n41,°°* »@n} for (S"~-*, go), then under the basis {€1,°** ,€k;€k+1,°** , €n} the Mébius shape 
operator 8 is given by the diagonal matrix 
k n—k 
(3.9) S = diag(k1,°-- ,K1,%2,°+* , Ka), 
where «1 and «2 are given by (3.3). It is clear that x : S*(a) x S"-*(b) ++ S"+1 is a Mobius 
isoparametric hypersurface with y = 2. 
The second example is the pre-image of a stereographic projection o of the standard cylinder 
@:S*(1) x R"-* + R™1, The hypersurface 2 = o~10@: S*(1) x R®-* 5 §"+1! has two 
distinct principal curvatures. If we take a local basis {e1,+++ , ex} for S¥(1) and {en44,--- On} 
for R™-*, then under the basis {€1,'** €k,€k41,°°* »€n} the Mobius shape operator S is given 
by (3.9). Since 
(3.10) 9 = p'dx - dx = pd - dé, 
where p? = —"- (||II||?—nH?), IT is the second fundamental form of & - S*(1)xR°-* | Rt, 
ff its mean curvature (cf. [W], (4.33) and (4.35)), we know that the Weingarten operator of 
z has two eigenvalues 1 and 0 of multiplity k and n — k respectively. So we have p= An) 
Thus we get 
k(n —k k(n—k (3.11) g= sUeEy -du+ AD ae -du, (u,v) € S*(1) x R°-*, 
Since Z is clearly a Dupin hypersurface with 7 = 2, then z = o~'oz is also a Dupin hypersurface 
aah = 2. Thus by Corollary 3.6 we know that z is a Mébius isoparametric hypersurface in 
S°r:,
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Finally we consider the cone : S* x R+ x R™-*-1-4 R+!; 
(3.12)  Z(u,v,w) = ( v,w), (u,v,w)€S*x Rt x R "1 r eR. 
r 1 
Vi+tr? V1+r? 
Let o : S"*+! -+ R"*+!U {oo} be a stereographic projection. We define s = o~!0%:S*xR* x 
R”-k-1 _, §"+1_ By (3.12) we have 
(3.13) dvu + vdu), 
r 1 GE cae pete ey, dt), Fr eae ™) 
We know that 
(3.14) i= (—u, 7, 0) 
1 
Vitra 




(3.15) dé - dé = ——<v"du- du + dv? + dw: du, 
| l+r 
a ~ a Tr (3.16) I = —dé- dit = ——sedu- du, 
which implies that Z has two distinct principal curvatures + and 0 of multiplitity k and (n—k) 
respectively at the point (u,v,w) € S* x Rt x R"-*-1_ Thus x = o7! 0% has two distinct 
principal curvatures of multiplicity k and(n — k) respectively. For any basis {e,,--- ,e,} for 
S* and {eg41,-+- ,€n} for R*+ x R®-*-! the Mébius shape operator is given by (3.9). Since 
  
2. =n ko k? _ k(n—k) 
(3.17) p = n-1 (“3,3 7 ay2) — (n _ 1)r2y2’ 
we get 
2 2,- ,~ k(n—k k(n—k 
(3.18) g = p°da- da = p°dz- dz = wep -du+ aaa (a +dw -dw). 
Since Z is clearly a Dupin hypersurface in R"*! with y = 2, then « = o~! 0% is a Dupin 
hypersurface in S°*+* with y = 2. By Corollary 3.6 we know that x is a Mébius isoparametric 
hypersurface with 7 = 2. 
84. The proof of the classification theorem. 
In this section we prove the classification theorem in §1. Since in case n = 2 the theorem 
have be proved in [W], we may assume that n > 3, thus we can apply Theorem 2.2. 
Let « : M — S"** be a Mobius isoparametric hypersurface with two distinct principal 
curvatures of multiplicity k and (n — k). Without loss of generality we may assume that M is 
simply connected. Then we have the following decomposition: 
TM = Vi ® Vo,
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where V; and V2 are the eigenspaces of S with eigenvalues 
1 /(n—1)(n—k) 1 /(n—1)k 
Ky = —4[ -——————, kn = — 4 ——— 
n k n n—k 
respectively. We make the following convention on the ranges of indices: 
(4.1) 1<i,j,l,m<k, k+1<a,B8,y,A <n, 1<a,b,c<n. 
Let {H;} be a local orthonormal basis for V; and {E.} be a local orthonormal basis for V> 
with respect to the Mobius metric g. Then under the basis {E;, E} for TM we have 
(4.2) Bj; = K1 043, Bag = K20aB Bien a= 0. 
Since C, = 0, we know from (2.15) and (2.17) that {Bas,-} and {Aab,c} are totally symmetric. 
It follows from (2.16) and (4.2) that 
(4.3) Aia=0, 1<i<k, k+1<a<n. 
From the formula 
(4.4) dB;; + S> Byywr; + S> BiaWaj = S- Biju; + Ss" Bajwai = Ss) Bij aldo, 
l a l a a 
and (4.2) we get Bij = 0. 
Similarly we get from 
(4.5) dBag =“ Ss) Boiwig + Ss) Baywyp + > Bigwra + » By gWye = Ss) BogpaWa 
i * l Y a 
and (4.2) that Boga = 0. It follows that 
(4.6) Babe = 0. 
Thus we have 
(4.7) dBia + s- Biqwi, + S> Beowpi + S> Biiwig + S> Bapwei = S° Bin. awa = 0. 
l B l 6 & 
Using (4.2) and (4.7) we get 
(4.8) Wia=0, l<i<k, k+1l<a<n, 
which implies that 
(4.9) Riaab = 0. 
Using (4.2) and (2.18) we obtain 
(4.10) Q0= Riajp =s Bij Bag + 0:; Aa oe bapAij.
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By letting (i) 1 # j,a = §; (ii) i=j,a 4 8B; (iii) i= j, a = B we get 
(4.11) Aj; = 0, a of 4, Aap = 0, a of B, Aia = 0; 
(4.12) K1K2+Aga tA =O, 1<i<k, k+1l<a<n. 
It follows from (4.12) that 
(4.13) Ail = Aoo = +--+ = Ape = 0, A(k-+1)(k+1) = ++ = Ann = T. 
Using the formula 
(4.14) dAia + > AtaWwii + S> Agawgi + Ss > AijWja + S- Aigwpa = S- Aijc,aWa 
I B j B a 
and (4.8), (4.11) we get Aia a = 0, i-e., 
(4.15) Ain =0, Aiag=0, 1<ij<k, kt+1<aB<n. 
From the formula 
(4.16) dA;; + S Ayjwu + > AajWai + > Ajwiy + > AigWaj = > Aij,aWa 
l a l a a 
and (4.15), (4.11) we get 
(4.17) Eo (Ais) ==: {), 1 <4) < k, k+1 <a<n. 
Similarly from the formula 
(4.18) dAag + Ss; Alpla + S> Ay BWoycx -|- S- Agivig —- S° Agr Wy 3 a S- Ags aWa 
I Y y 7 a 
and (4.15), (4.11) we get: 
(4.19) E;(Aag) =0, 1<i<k, kt+1<a,B<n. 
Thus (4.2), (4.12), (4.17) and (4.19) yield that the functions o and r defined by (4.13) are 
constant. Since wig = 0, we have 
(4.20) dw; = So wij Aw, dW = So was A we. 
j B 
Thus the eigenspaces V; and V2 of the Mobius shape operator S are integrable. We can write 
M = M;, x Mg for some simply connected manifolds M, of dimension k and Me of dimension 
n—k. Moreover, if we define g; = )),w# and go = 5), w2, then we have 
(4.21) (M, 9) = (Mi, 91) x (Ma, 92).
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It follows from (2.18), (4.2) and (4.11) that 
(4.22) Rize = Cee 20) (din5j1 — 5it5;%); 
(4.23) Rapyr = (K3 + 27) (5a75¢x — 5ar57): 
Thus (Mi, 91) and (Mg, gz) are spaces of constant curvature. By (3.3) we have 
n—-1 
2 a 
  K1K2 = — < 0, 
then we know from (4.12) that at least one of {c, 7} must be positive. Without loss of generality 
we assume that o > 0. We consider the following three cases: (i) «3+ 27 > 0; (ii) n2 +27 =0 
and (iii) «3+ 27 <0. 
In the case 3 + 27 > 0 we define 






Then by (3.3) and (4.12) we get a? +b? =1. Let #: S*(a) x S*-*(b) + S"+1 be hypersurface 
defined by (3.7). Then by (3.8) and (4.24) the Mébius metric @ of @ is given by g = gi + ge, 
where 
| 1 
(4.25) 91 = — 2 -de1, f= a Ke + I dzx2 ‘ dzxo. 
Ko + 27 
Since by (4.22), (4.23) and (4.25) both (S*(a),g,) and (Mi, 91), (S"~*(d), g2) and (Ma, g2) 
are constant curvature spaces with the same curvature, we can find isometries 
(4.26) $1: (Mi, 91) > (S*(a), 91), 2 : (Ma; 92) > (S"~*(b), G2). 
Thus @ = (¢1,¢2) : M — S*(a) x S"-*(b) preserves the Mébius metric and the Mébius 
operator (cf. Proposition 3.5 and (3.9)). From Theorem 2.2 we know that 2: M —> $"t+! is 
Mobius equivalent to %: S*(a) x S"-*(b) + S"+! as the first example in §3. 
In the case K3 + 2r = 0 we get from (4.12) and (3.3) that 
(4.27) Ka + 2o = e+ 2 + 2Ao4+7) = 2 +62 — Wey = OO 
k(n — k) 
Using the same argument as in the first case and (3.11) one can show that «: M —> S™+! is 
Mobius equivalent to the pre-image of a stereographic projection of the cylinder S*(1) x R"™-*. 
Finally we consider the case «3 + 27 < 0. Since by (4.12) and (3.3) we have 
a—1 (4.28) K? +20 > («2 +20) + (K3 +27) = Ke 2s pe — 2K1 Ko = k(n —k ky’
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we can find a unique r > 0 satisfying 
2 nm — 2 . i = —————(] . (4.29) Ky + 20 En By) | +r) 
It follows from (4.28) that 
(4.30) e427 = ot 
—  k(n—k) | 
Using the same argument as in the first case and (3.18) one can easily show that z: M > S8”*! 
is Mobius equivalent to the pre-image of a stereographic projection of the cone given by (3.12). 
This completes the proof of the classification theorem. 
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